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Chartered Institute of Professional

Certifications Launches Certified

Environmental Risk Assessment Manager (CERA™) Program for Environmental Leaders

SINGAPORE, April 29, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The Chartered Institute of Professional

Environmental risk

management is essential in

guiding organizations

towards sustainable

operations and in making

informed decisions that

protect both the

environment and public

health.”

Bok Yan Lo

Certifications (www.charteredcertifications.com), a leading

authority in certified executive programs and professional

development, proudly announces the introduction of its

latest certification offering, the Certified Environmental

Risk Assessment Manager (CERA™) program. This

innovative program has been meticulously crafted in

collaboration with environmental experts and seasoned

professionals from across the globe, aiming to arm

environmental and sustainability professionals with

cutting-edge skills and comprehensive knowledge critical

for mastering environmental risk assessment.

In an era where environmental concerns are escalating, the

demand for skilled professionals who can effectively identify, assess, and manage environmental

risks is at an all-time high. The CERA™ program is tailored to meet this demand, providing

participants with a significant edge in the fields of environmental management, sustainability,

and corporate social responsibility.

The curriculum of the CERA™ program spans a wide array of crucial topics, including but not

limited to, fundamentals of environmental risk assessment, legal and regulatory frameworks,

risk mitigation strategies, and effective communication of environmental risks. Through a blend

of theoretical learning and practical application, including interactive workshops, case studies,

and hands-on exercises, participants will gain a deep understanding of how to navigate and

manage the complexities of environmental risk.

"Environmental risk management is essential in guiding organizations towards sustainable

operations and in making informed decisions that protect both the environment and public
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health." said Bok Yan Lo, Managing

Director of the Chartered Institute of

Professional Certifications. "With the

CERA™ program, we are committed to

equipping professionals with the tools

and knowledge to lead their

organizations in environmental

stewardship. We are excited to launch

this program, which represents a

significant step forward in cultivating a

new generation of environmental risk

assessment managers."

The CERA™ program adheres to the

highest standards of educational

excellence and is recognized

internationally for its comprehensive

coverage and rigor. Participants can

choose between flexible learning

options, including self-paced on-

demand online modules and live

interactive, instructor-led sessions, to suit varying learning styles and schedules.

Upon successful completion of the CERA™ program, participants will be awarded the prestigious

CERA™ designation. This globally recognized credential will be a testament to participants’

expertise and practical skills in environmental risk assessment.

For more information about the CERA™ program and to register, please visit the following

websites:

To register for the on-demand program, participants can go directly to:

https://charteredcertifications.com/learning/courses/cera 

To register for the live instructor-led program, participants can go directly to:

https://charteredcertifications.com/learning/courses/cera-live 

About Chartered Institute of Professional Certifications

The Chartered Institute of Professional Certifications is a globally recognized authority in

professional skills certification, with a membership of over 90,000 individuals worldwide. We

collaborate with distinguished thought leaders and industry experts from renowned institutions

to design and deliver comprehensive certification programs. Our accredited certifications,

trademarked professional charters, and designations are awarded exclusively to those who have

demonstrated expertise by successfully completing our programs. Additionally, all our certified
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programs have been independently certified and accredited by CPD to adhere to the highest

standards of Continuing Professional Development principles.

Louise Teh

Chartered Institute of Professional Certifications
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